Phantom array effect is one of the temporal light artefacts (TML) that are caused by time modulated light sources. The threshold frequency of the visibility of the phantom array effect can be affected by many components. In this paper, we examined the critical flicker fusion frequency (CFF) and its chromatic dependence of the light sources. The preliminary experimental result shows that contrast sensitivity function to perceive phantom array effect changes in different chromaticity. We need further investigation to find out the relationship between chromaticity and CFF of the phantom array effect.
Introduction
Artefacts that caused by time-modulated light source is called temporal light artefacts (TLAs) in CIE (CIE, 2016) . Several factors that affect visual detection of the phantom array effect have been studied (Vogels, 2012) . Our previous study implies chromatic dependence of the threshold frequency of the visibility of the phantom array effect at high modulation frequency (Lee et al., 2016) . In this study, the contrast sensitivity functions of the phantom array effect in different chromatic light sources and luminance levels are investigated.
Methods
New apparatus for the experiment was implemented with Xe light source, 12 bandpass filter wheels, a chopper system, an ND filter, a diffuser, and high dynamic range light booth. 12 bandpass filter from 430 nm to 670 nm with 10 nm band width are used to select the experiment light wavelength from the Xe light source. The selected chromatic light source passed a chopper system which is used to control modulation frequency of the observed light source. Two sets of chopper wheels are used to control modulation frequency from 60 Hz to 1500 Hz. In the experiment, 60 Hz, 80 Hz, 100 Hz, 150 Hz, 300 Hz, 600 Hz, 900 Hz, 1200 Hz, 1500 Hz, 1800 Hz modulation frequencies was evaluated for monochromatic light sources with center wavelengths of 460 nm, 530 nm, 590 nm, and 650 nm. Originally, there were two bandpass sets with 12 bandpass filters in each set. Total 24 band passed monochromatic light sources can be generated after passing the band pass filters. However, four band pass filters were used in actual experiment to fit luminance level in the experiment. Figure 1 shows the system configuration for the experiment.
Continuously grating ND filters was used to adjust the different wavelength light source to the same luminance level. 400 cd/m 2 , 100 cd/m 2 , 25 cd/m 2 luminance level was used in the experiment. By finding the relationship between rotating angle and transmittance rate, we could control the extinction rate and adjust the source luminance of the given bandpass filter to the target luminance. Figure 2 shows an example of a transmittance rate for a light source after passing a given bandpass filter. A lighting booth, implemented to evaluate high dynamic range camera system, was used to precisely adjust background luminance during finding the threshold contrast level of the visibility of the phantom array effect. In our experiment, target contrast was modified by adjusting background luminance using the high dynamic range lighting booth for a fixed foreground luminance in each band light source. When we adjusted the background luminance, the adaptation luminance was also changed in our experiment set-up.
Results
Preliminary experiment results show that the contrast sensitivity of the phantom array effect depends on the chromaticity of the light source as well as its luminance level not only at high modulation frequency but also at moderate modulation frequency. Table 1 shows contrast sensitivity according to spectral distribution and modulation frequency for 100 cd/m 2 source luminance based on required critical flicker fusion frequency (CFF). The peak contrast sensitivity modulation frequency of the phantom array effect, which requires saccadic eye movement during the evaluation of the contrast sensitivity function, is much higher than the peak of the conventional temporal contrast sensitivity function without eye movement.
Discussions
The preliminary experimental result shows that the contrast sensitivity of the phantom array effect depends on the chromaticity of the light source and is different from the conventional contrast sensitivity. We may need a new contrast sensitivity function to model phantom array effect. We plan to further experiment with additional participants to find out statistical characteristics of the contrast sensitivity function of the phantom array effect compared with conventional contrast sensitivity function.
